Abstract. In this paper we study multiplicative perturbations for the generator of a strongly continuous integral resolvent family of bounded linear operators defined on a Banach space X. Assuming that a(t) is a creep function which satisfies a(0 + ) > 0, we prove that if (A, a) generates an integral resolvent, then (A(I + B), a) also generates an integral resolvent for all B ∈ B(X, Z), where Z belongs to a class of admissible Banach spaces. In special instances of a(t) the space Z is proved to be characterized by an extended class of Favard spaces.
Introduction
First studies on multiplicative perturbation of unbounded linear operators began with the paper of Dorroh [6] and Gustafson [10] concerning perturbation of semigroups generators. Later, multiplicative perturbations have been discussed by a number of authors, such as Clément, Diekmann, Gyllenberg, Heijmans and Thieme [3] ; Gustafson and Lumer [11] ; Dorroh and Holderrieth [5] ; and Desch and Schappacher [4] . In [18] Piskarev and Shaw prove a general multiplicative perturbation theorem for semigroup generators which subsumes some known results on multiplicative and additive perturbations. Multiplicative perturbation theorems for cosine operator functions were proved by Piskarev and Shaw in [19] , and for resolvent families by Chang and Shaw in [1] and [2] . The last results were generalized by Xiao, Liang and van Casteren in [23] to deal with some time dependent perturbed equations.
On the other hand, in dealing with linear evolution equations, we note that important linear operators can be decomposed into the form AP +R or P A + R where A is the generator of a simpler structure and R is a bounded operator. Several examples of this type of decomposition of linear operators as multiplicative perturbation can be founded in the paper of Zabczyk [24] and Greiner [7] .
Let A be a closed linear operator, defined in a Banach space X, for which a given linear integrodifferential equation with kernel a admits solution or, equivalently, the pair (A, a) is the generator of an integral resolvent (see Section 2) . Let B ∈ B(X, Z). Our main objective in this paper is to give sufficient conditions under which (A(I + B), a) is again the generator of an integral resolvent family. We are able to prove that if a(t) is a creep function which satisfies a(0 + ) > 0 then (A(I + B), a) also generates an integral resolvent for all B ∈ B(X, Z). Here Z is a Banach space continuously embedded in X that satisfies certain conditions (Definition 4.1). For instance if, in addition, a(t) is positive and exponentially bounded then Z coincides with the Favard class F a,A with kernel (Section 5) which we prove is characterized by:
x|| < ∞}, see Corollary 5.10. In the particular case a(t) ≡ 1 our results are related to and extends those of [18] , [7] , [21] and [24] . This paper is organized as follows: In the next section, we give some preliminaries about the concept of integral resolvent generated by (A, a), and their relationship with a linear integral equation of Volterra type with scalar kernel a.
In Section 3 we define the class M (A; R) of admissible operators for multiplicative perturbation and for operators in this class we prove our main result (Theorem 3.6).
In Section 4, we investigate conditions under which an operator belong to the class M (A; R). In order to do this, we introduce condition (Z) with respect to the generator (A, a) of an integral resolvent R(t). The importance of this condition is that if a Banach space X verify (Z) then, under certain conditions, operators defined with range on X are always admissible of multiplicative perturbation (Theorem 4.4). We define also the subclass (Z p ) for 1 ≤ p < ∞ and prove that if a Banach space X satisfy (Z p ), then it satisfies (Z) (Theorem 4.7).
In Section 5, making use of integral resolvents, we introduce an extended notion on Favard class F a,A , depending of the kernel a. With an appropriate norm, the class F a,A become a Banach space and, imposing conditions only on the kernel a we are able to prove that F a,A satisfy condition Z p for p = 1 (Theorem 5.5). Finally, for a subclass of kernels a the Favard class is characterized solely in terms of a and the resolvent operator of A (Theorem 5.8).
In Section 6, we give some examples and a theorem on additive perturbation which can be deduced from the previous results.
Preliminaries
Let X be a Banach space, A a closed linear operator with dense domain D(A) defined in X and a ∈ L 1 loc (R + ). We consider the linear Volterra equation
where f ∈ C(J, X) ,
We denote by [D(A)] the domain of A equipped with the graph-norm. We define the convolution product of the scalar function a with the vector-valued function f by
Obviously, every strong solution of (2.1) is a mild solution. Conditions under which mild solutions are strong solutions are studied in [20] .
and for a sequence 
The concept of integral resolvent, as defined above, is closely related with the concept of resolvent family (see Prüss [20, Chapter I] ). The study of some of their properties is included in some recent works of Lizama [13] , [14] , Lizama-Prado [15] and Lizama-Sanchez [16] . A closed but weaker definition was formulated by Prüss [20, definition 1.6] . For the scalar case, where there is a large bibliography, we refer to the monograph by Gripenberg, Londen and Staffans [9] , and references therein.
Suppose that R(t) is an integral resolvent for (2.1), let f ∈ C(J, X) and u ∈ C(J, X) be a mild solution for (2.1). Then R * u is well defined and continuous. From equation (2.1) and using condition (R3), we obtain
Hence, if there exists an integral resolvent for (2.1) then a mild solution for (2.1) may be obtained by formula (2.4).
The following result establishes the relation between well-posedness and existence of an integral resolvent. In what follows, R denotes the range of a given operator. 
Theorem 2.4. Equation (2.1) is well-posed if and only if (2.1) admits an integral resolvent R(t) . If this is the case we have in addition
The importance of the resolvent family S(t) is that, if exists, then the formula
(J, X) , give us, analogously to formula (2.4), a mild solution for equation (2.1).
If both, S(t) and R(t) exist for (2.1), and additionally t → S(t)x is differentiable for all x ∈ X , then the relations between S and R are given by R(t)Ax = S (t)x for x ∈ D(A) , t ≥ 0 , and R(t)x = (a * S) (t)x for x ∈ X , t ≥ 0 .
However, in general it is possible that R(t) exists but not S(t) and vice versa. The following criteria can be directly deduced from [13, Proposition 2.5] and will be used in a forthcoming section. 
In view of this result, in what follows instead to say that (2.1) admits an integral resolvent we will say that the pair (A, a) is a generator of an integral resolvent R(t).
Multiplicative Perturbation
In this section we assume that a ∈ C(R + ) is Laplace transformable and there exists a constant ω ∈ R , such thatâ(λ) = 0 for all λ > ω .
Let X be a Banach space and let A be a closed linear operator defined in X with dense domain D(A) .
Henceforth, we suppose that R(t) is an exponentially bounded integral resolvent, that is there exists M > 0 and ω ∈ R such that
and we call the pair (M, ω) the type of the integral resolvent family.
The following proposition stated in [13] , establishes the relation between integral resolvents and Laplace transforms. 
Let C ∈ B(X) be a bounded operator and suppose that (A, a) generates an integral resolvent. In this section we want to answer the following question. Under which conditions (AC, a) with D(AC) = {x ∈ X : Cx ∈ D(A)} generates an integral resolvent?
Our next definition states a class of admissible operators to give a positive answer. 
and condition (Ma), we obtain that
(3) We note that condition (Mb) implies the following condition (Mb'):
is a continuous non-decreasing function with γ B (0) = 0 , see [18] . For C 0 −semigroups we have that (Mb) is equivalent to (Mb'). (4) A natural question is when (CA, a) is also the generator of an integral resolvent. In [21] Rhandi has proved that problem (2.1) with (AC, a) and (CA, a) are essentially equivalent, requiring only ρ(CA) = ∅ .
In what follows we denote by
where I is the identity operator.
Lemma 3.4. Let (A, a) be the generator of an integral resolvent {R(t)}
Proof. Let t = kh + τ where k is an integer positive and τ ∈ [0, h) . Since by assumption B ∈ M (A, R) − I , we have that
proving the Lemma.
Then there exists a strongly continuous and exponentially bounded family {S(t)} t≥0 ⊂ B(X)
which satisfies the equation
R(t − s)BS(s)x ds ,
for all t ≥ 0 and x ∈ X .
Proof. Let E be the Banach space
For each x ∈ X , we define the operator
This follows from (M b) and the following identity (cf. Remark 3.3(2))
We claim that T x is a contraction on E . In fact, by Lemma 3.4, we have
for h sufficiently small and µ sufficiently large such that γ B (h) < 1 8 and e (µ−w)h = 2. From this inequality follows that
Let f x ∈ E be the unique fixed point of T x and define
That S(t) thus defined is a linear operator follows easily from the uniqueness of fixed point of T x for every x ∈ X. The claim follows from the strong continuity of R(t).
The previous result, enable us to work with the method of Laplace transforms to prove, in the next theorem, the main result of this paper. Proof. Let B = C − I , with C ∈ M (A, R) . To prove the Theorem we use Proposition 3.1. We first claim that for λ > ω , the operatorâ(λ)
is invertible. In order to prove the claim, we choose τ such that γ B (τ ) < 1/2 . For all x ∈ X , λ > ω and using the condition (Mb), we obtain
Let ω 1 > ω be such that e
for all λ > ω 1 . Hence, the series
jR (λ) . We will prove that (â(λ)
for all x ∈ X . To this end, we note that for all x ∈ X , we have
Hence (I + B) J(λ) maps X in D(A) . In particular D(A(I + B)) = ∅ ,
and for all x ∈ X , (â(λ)
Next, we will verify that
It shows that (â(λ)
From Proposition 3.5 , we have that the solution {S(t)} t≥0 of the equation
is strongly continuous and exponentially bounded, that is, there are constants K > 0 and ω ∈ R such that ||S(t)|| < Ke ωt , for each t ≥ 0 , and hence there exists its Laplace transform. Also by hypothesis R(t) is Laplace transformable, and hence by the convolution theorem we havê
for all x ∈ X and λ > ω . Hence, for all x ∈ X and λ > ω ;
BŜ(λ)x ∈ D(A) .

We conclude that R((I +B)Ŝ(λ)) ⊂ D(A) .
Hence we can apply (â(λ)
Since by the claim (â(λ) (I + B) ) is invertible, we obtain that
Hence, applying Proposition 3.1, we conclude that S(t) is an integral resolvent generated by (A (I + B), a) .
The particular case a(t) = 1 recover the following result due to Desch and Schappacher [4] . I + B) ) . Therefore by a classical result on C 0 −semigroups (see e.g. [17] 
Proof. Taking a(t) ≡ 1 we have T (t)x = a(t)x + t 0 a(t − s)AT (s)x ds for all x ∈ D(A) and t ≥ 0. Hence T (t) is an integral resolvent. Since C = I+ B satisfy the condition M (A, T ) , then by Proposition 3.5 and Theorem 3.6, (A(I + B), 1) generates an integral resolvent {S(t)} t≥0 strongly continuous and exponentially bounded. Note also that, because a(t) ≡ 1 , we have
S(t)x
= x + t 0
A(I + B)S(s)x ds for x ∈ D(A(I + B)). Hence S (t)x =
A(I + B)S(t)x and S(0)x = x , for x ∈ D(A(
), S(t) is a C 0 −semigroup with generator A(I + B) .
In contrast with the above corollary the next result is new for the theory of sine families.
Corollary 3.8. Let A be the generator of a sine family {S(t)} t≥0 in X and B ∈ M (A, S) − I . Then A(I + B) generates a sine family.
Proof. Take a(t) ≡ t . For each x ∈ D(A) and t ≥ 0 we have S(t)x = tx+ t
(t − s)AS(s)x ds . Therefore, S(t) is an integral resolvent with generator (A, t). By Theorem 3.6, (A(I + B), t) is the generator of an exponentially bounded integral resolvent {Si(t)} t≥. Hence for all x ∈ D(A) and t ≥ , we have
Si(t)x = tx + t
(t − s)A(I + B)Si(s)x ds .
Finally, is clear from the definition and classical results of cosine families (see e.g. [22] ), that Si(t) is a sine family generated by A(I + B) .
Sufficient conditions for M (A, R)
In what follows we investigate conditions under which we verify the hypothesis of the multiplicative perturbation theorem.
Definition 4.1. We say that a Banach space (Z, | · |) satisfy condition (Z) with respect to the generator (A, a) of an integral resolvent {R(t)} t≥0 if the following three conditions are satisfied.
(Za) Z is continuously embedded in X .
(Zc) There exists ω ∈ R + such that
+∞) is a continuous nondecreasing function with γ(0) = 0 .
If X is a Banach space, then B(X, Z) will denote the set of all linear and bounded operators from X to Z .
Theorem 4.2. Let Z be a Banach space that satisfies condition (Z) with respect to the generator (A, a) of an exponentially bounded integral resolvent R(t) . Then I + B(X, Z) ⊂ M (A, R) .
Proof. Let C ∈ I + B(X, Z) , that is, C = I + B with B ∈ B(X, Z) . Let h ≥ 0 and f ∈ C([0, h], X) . We define φ(s) := Bf (s) . Clearly φ ∈ C([0, h], Z) , and hence condition (Zb) implies that (Ma) is satisfied, that is,
h 0
R(t + h − s)Bf (s) ds ∈ D(A) . (See Remark 3.3 (2)). On the other
hand, by (Zc) there exists ω ∈ R + such that
Therefore defining γ B (h) = ||B||γ(h) , we obtain that γ B is a continuous function, non decreasing and γ B (0) = 0 . The proof is complete. Usually, the space Z corresponds to the domain of A equipped with the graph norm. The following result is a direct application of Theorem 3.6. (A(I + B), a) is the generator of an integral resolvent.
Theorem 4.4. Let Z be a Banach space with satisfy condition (Z) with respect to the generator (A, a) of an exponentially bounded integral resolvent R(t) , then for all B ∈ B(X, Z) the pair
Proof. Let B ∈ B(X, Z) , by Theorem 4.2 we have C = I +B ∈ M (A, R) . Applying Theorem 3.6 we conclude that (A (I + B), a) is the generator of an integral resolvent.
Taking a(t) ≡ 1 , we obtain the following result, which corresponds to Corollary 2.3 in [18] . 
R(T + t 1 − s)ξ(s) ds ∈ D(A) ,
(Z p b) There exists ω ∈ R + such that ||A T 0 R(T + t 1 − s)ξ(s) ds|| ≤ N e ωt 1 T 0 |ξ(s)| p Z ds 1/p , for all t 1 ≥ 0 . Theorem 4.7. For all 1 ≤ p < ∞ , condition (Z p ) implies condition (Z).
Proof. By definition condition (Za) is satisfied. Let φ ∈ C([0, ∞), Z) .
and t ≥ 0 . Then 
R(h + t − s)φ(s) ds ∈ D(A) .
In fact, given T > 0 and for h ≥ 0 fixed there exists n ∈ N such that h = nT + r where 0 ≤ r < T .
We extend φ to the negative real axis as φ(s) = 0 for s < 0 . Then for 0 ≤ r < T , we have 
R(T + t − s)φ(s − T + r) ds
where by (Z p a), the last integral belongs to the domain of the operator A because ξ(
Using the hypothesis (Z p a) with t 1 = h + t − (j + 1)T and ξ(s) := φ(s + jT ) we conclude that each integral term in the sum belongs to D(A) .
Analogously, according (4.2) the second integral is in D(A)
. Hence (4.1) holds. In particular taking t = 0 we obtain (Zb).
In order to verify (Zc) we observe that, by (Z p b) , there exists ω ∈ R + such that for all t 1 ≥ 0 ,
Let φ ∈ C([0, ∞), Z) .
We extend as before φ to the negative real axis as φ(s) = 0 . Then from (4.2) and (4.4) we obtain (4.5) Hence from (4.3) and making use of (4.4) and (4.5) we have
Therefore,
. We observe that γ is continuous and non decreasing. Moreover, if h = nT + r = 0 , then n = 0 and r = 0 therefore γ(0) = 0 . This proves that (Zc) is satisfied and the proof is complete.
In a forthcoming section we will apply the above result. To this end we need to introduce a new class of spaces. This is the objective of the next section.
A Favard class with kernel
The following definition corresponds to a natural extension, in our context, of the Favard class frequently used in approximation theory for semigroups. (A, a) be the generator of a bounded integral resolvent {R(t)} t≥0 on X .
Definition 5.1. Let a(t) be a continuous and positive scalar function. Let
We define the Favard class of A with kernel a(t) , by
(1) From the definition it is clear that D(A) ⊂ F a,A . In this way, for different functions a(t) we obtain different Favard classes which may be considered as extrapolation spaces between D(A) and X .
(2) For a(t) ≡ 1 , and T (t) a bounded C 0 −semigroup generated by A , the Favard class is
This case is well-known. See for example [12] . (3) The Favard class of A with kernel a(t) can be alternatively defined as the subspace of X given by {x ∈ X : lim sup
As a consequence of R(t) being bounded, the above space coincides with F a,A in Definition 5.1. 
||R(t)x − a(t)x|| (a * a)(t) .
The easy proof is omitted.
Definition 5.4. A scalar function a : [0, ∞) → R is creep if it is continuous, non negative, non decreasing and concave.
According to [20, Definition 4 .4] a creep function have the following standard form
where a 0 = a(0
negative, non increasing and lim t→∞ a 1 (t) = 0 . The concept of creep function is well-known in viscoelasticity theory and corresponds to a class of functions which normally are verified in practical situations. We refer to the monograph of Prüss [20] for further information.
The following result gives us a wide class of Banach spaces which satisfies condition Z 1 with respect to (A, a) . Hence, Theorem 3.6 and Theorem 4.7 together with the theorem below give us explicit conditions on a kernel a(t) in order that an operator A admits multiplicative perturbation, giving an answer to the question stated at the beginning of this paper. Then F a,A satisfies condition Z 1 with respect to  (A, a) .
Since a is a creep function, there exists a scalar function b , such that a * b = i , see [20, Proposition 4.4] . Hence, 
R(t − s)φ n (s) ds ∈ D(A).
In a similar way to the proof of Theorem 4.7 we can extend the continuous functions φ n to [0, ∞) and then, taking into account the identity
valid for all t ≥ 0 , t 1 ≥ 0, we obtain the claim.
In fact, by hypothesis there exists M > 0 such that ||R(t)|| ≤ M , for all t ≥ 0 , hence
In fact, first we observe that a(t) is non negative, non decreasing and the condition a(0 + ) > 0 together with the boundedness of R(t) implies that
Let > 0 be given. Since
we obtain by claim 1 and according to Theorem 2.8 that there exists δ > 0 such that for 0 < h < δ we have
Using that φ n ∈ F a,A and the boundedness of R(t) we obtain
Then we have
and, by claim 2, we obtain
as m, n → ∞. This proves that the sequence (Ax n ) is Cauchy, and hence (Ax n ) converges in X , say Ax n → y ∈ X . Since A is closed, we conclude that x ∈ D(A) proving the claim. In particular, (Z 1 a) is proved. Moreover, from (5.3) we deduce that 
Therefore sup
Conversely, suppose that sup λ>ω ||â(λ)
On the other hand,
||R(t)y λ − a(t)y λ || ≤ ||R(t)y λ || + ||a(t)y λ || ≤ (M + a(t))Nâ(λ) .
Dividing by (a * a)(t) we have that, for all λ > ω ,
Sinceâ(0) = ∞ we obtain thatâ(λ) is surjective, hence there exists λ t such that (â(λ t ))
. Applying the hypothesis we conclude that
This proves the theorem.
Observe thatâ(λ) → 0 as λ → ∞. Combining this with the above theorem, we obtain that the Favard class F a,A is independent of the kernel a, and the following result. 
Examples
In this section, we consider concrete examples to illustrate some results in the previous sections.
The following example shows a kernel a(t) which satisfies the conditions of Theorem 5.5 and Theorem 5.8. 
